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1st Place - Best Sun Grown Indica  
2nd Place - Best Sun Grown Hybrid  
1st Place - Best Vape Cart  
1st Place - Best CBD Isolate
1st Place - Most Potent Extract 

Accolades

1st Place - Best Greenhouse Grown Flower
                                                    

Light Up Cup 2022
1st Place - Best Sativa Pre-Roll

2018 Winners

Industry Awards

1st Place - Best CBD Cartridge
1st Place - Best Live Resin Concentrate 

1st Place - Best Hydrocarbon Dab

GMO Cookies

- CBD Remedy HTE

- The Glue
Sour Tangie

1st Place - Best Greenhouse & Outdoor Grow 

Sun Cup Awards

2nd Place - Best Hydrocarbon Dab
Golden Lemons

2nd Place - Best THC Cartridge
2nd Place - Best CBD Dab

 - Forbidden Fruit HTE
 - Remedy CBD

- Do-Si-Dos
- Gelato

- Blackberry Kush

- CBD Isolate

- Melonade 1



Flower

By hand trimming, we are able to produce a better end-product
than can be done with machine trimmers. Taking a highly
customized approach to deliver beautifully crafted cannabis
buds.

We utilize greenhouses for our
gardens and were one of the first
to bring high-quality greenhouse

grown cannabis to the market

We care very much about sustainable practices. Our flower is
grown in climate-controlled greenhouses and we only use natural
and organic based nutrients and OMRI certified pesticides.

Plant Growth

Plant Care 

Drying and Curing 

Hand Trimming

Hand-Trimmed.
Hand-Selected. 

All of our plants are cared for individually by loving and intentional
hands. Our methods promote high levels of terpene production in
our plants and resulting products, setting them apart from most
other products in the industry.

We take drying and curing seriously to preserve the terpenes
generated during the growth of the plant. Usually the cure
process occurs over a span of 21 days, but we listen to our
plants, as each strain has its own unique needs. Some may cure
for more or less time.

*Not indicative of current availability, see menu for updated strain list 

Bags Jars
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Mylar, 100% recyclable Glass, 100% recyclable
And/Or



Pre-Rolls
Made With our Multiple-Award Winning Flower

Like our flower prepacks, buds are manicured by hands ensuring not only trichome preservation,
but that only choice buds are in our rolls. All of our flower is hand trimmed and our pre-rolls are

hand packed in small batches. Buds for flower packs are separated from small buds that are used
for joints. Our pre-rolls are made from 100% flower material, never using any shake

All of our products are packaged to-order ensuring no old products are sent to stores

All bud, no shake, no trim, no bullshit

Infused through our proprietary process with nectar
from the same strain of flower and hand painted with
the strain specific High-Terpene Extract (HTE)

These pre-rolls are then hand tossed in THCA
crystalline, resulting in a POWERFUL, slow, and
consistent burning product.

Infused  Pre-Rolls

Hand Tossed

Sauced & Tossed
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.5g 2-pack

All joints are .5g & available in:
Single

2-Packs
13-packs



Vapes
Strain-specific, cannabis derived, extract infused

Like our HTE cartridges, HCE carts are made
with 100% cannabis-derived strain-specific

terpenes, in-house strains and distillate. For
our HCE's, we ramp up the cannabinoids

and tone down the terps to bring an ultra-
pure cartridge that packs a punch.

Our HTE vape cartridges are made with
100% cannabis-derived strain-specific

terpenes and in-house strains, and
distillate. Pure terpenes and THC

cannabinoids provide an ultra-pure
cartridge for the flavor connoisseur.

HTE HCE
High-Terpene Extract High-Cannabinoid Extract

*Not indicative of current availability, see menu for updated strain list 

For those seeking stronger flavor For those seeking stronger effect
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Concentrates

Custards Live Resin

Propriety processing techniques contribute to the
unique characteristics our concentrates offer. We are
continually innovating our procedures to provide the
most cutting edge, valuable and satisfying experience.

Temperature
& Pressure

Our proprietary process 
allows us to break down

cannabis into each 
individual part. This gives

us the ability to remove
all fats, waxes,
chlorophyll, and other
undesirable constitutes. 
We then re-combine all

desired components
together, forming a

product that is purposely
formulated to contain only the

compounds we want you to experience.

Our Live Resins provide a
tasty, powerful punch at a
daily dabbable price! Our

full-spectrum, fresh 
frozen, terp heavy, live 

resins are processed to 
have ultra-low solvent

profiles, for the
cleanest consumption

experience.

Terp Crystals Crystalline

"Stirred" "Shaken"

"On the Rocks" "Rocks"
Terp crystals are THCA

Crystalline that have
been bathed in their

strain specific terp
sauce. We use a
proprietary method
that allows us to rapidly
separate the terps &

cannabinoids that we
want from the fats &

plant material we don’t.
This preserves the lighter

terpenes giving a true full-
spectrum representation of the flower 

it was extracted from.

These Dope Cup award-
winning concentrates are

our most refined products.
They go through a multi-

stage crystallization
process where all

impurities are 
removed allowing the

cannabinoid molecules
to come together and

bond in their natural
crystalline form.

CBD and THCA
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Topicals

Concentrates
continued

Nectar Dram
Payday loving, Pinkies Out!

Our nectar drams are what we get when terpenes
separate from THCA during extraction. All that juice

floats to the top then is poured off and further
clarified before it becomes our drams. With .85g of

terp extract and .15g of THCA crystalline, drams
provide a great toolkit to take your products to the

next level. Cheap dabs can be sauced up to feel
more high-end, or you can infuse your own joints

and bong hits to really take things to the next level.

RSO
We are beyond excited to announce a potent

addition to our concentrate lineup, RSO. Our RSO
syringes are exclusively made in house and extracted
from full, untrimmed buds. Using pure ethanol at -40
to -80°f, we are able to provide a "Full Spectrum RSO"
that is free of excessive amounts of chlorophyll, lipids,
and waxes. Superior quality and a competitive price

point make our RSO quickly recognizable by the
consumer.
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Our Do-it-Yourself topical was created 
with food-grade ingredients

This DIY topical can make a wonderful 
addition to lotions, shampoos, 

massage oil blends, and/or 
other daily care products. 

DIY Topical
3x 100mg Vials 



Golden Apricot (H)
Grapeness (I)

Lime Dream (S)
Mango Haze (S)

Maui Loudie (S)
Mint Chip (S)

Nanner Kush (S)
OMGuava (H)

(S) Mango Haze
(S) Nanner Kush
(H) OMGuava
(S) Pineapple Crush

(S) Tropical Trainwreck
(H) Vanilla Wafer

Vape Carts         

For our Canna Whupass products, we use high-purity THC distillate flavored with natural plant-derived terpenes

Canna Organix from

cameCanna Whupass

In addition to in-house distillate processing, our flavoring formulations are achieved through a
partnership with Cannaroma and their team of PhDs. The unique combination of Canna Organix's
distillate and Cannaroma's flavoring are subject to rigorous quality controls, resulting in a smooth,
clean, and flavorful distillate with excellent effects. All our distillate is made in-house, resulting in a
non-irritating dab that is clean & pure. In all our Canna Whupass products, no MCT oil, propylene
glycol, vegetable glycerin, cutting agents, or artificial additives are ever used.

Partnership with Cannaroma

Berry Kush (H)
Available Flavors

Berry Orange Pez (I)
Blackberry Kush (H)

Blueberry Flame (H)
Creamsicle (I)

Double Bubble (H)

Peach Ringz (I)
Pear Herer (S)

Pineapple Crush (S)
Tropical Trainwreck (S)

Vanilla Wafer (H)
Washington Apple (H)

Watermelon OG (H)
select flavors avail in 2:1 CBD

(H) Berry Kush
Available Flavors

(H) Blackberry Kush
 (H) Blueberry Flame

(I) Creamsicle
(H) Double Bubble

(H) Golden Apricot
(I) Grapeness

(S) Lime Dream

(H) Washington Apple
(H) Raw
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Distillate Syringes
.5g Single or .5g Two packs



Another new product to the Canna Whupass line
combines pure THCA with botanically derived terps
to create a dabable "pebble" shaped THCA crystal.
We saw the market was in need of a tasty dab, and

have released 5 exciting flavors to fill this niche.
Highest potency dab for your dollar. Same great

Canna Whupass taste in an exciting new look. One
gram is equivalent to 20-25 pebblz.

continued

Infuzies Pebblz
Fruity Infused Joints

Fruity
Tasty dabbable

THCA

The first new product to our Canna Whupass line
combines cannabis oil with botanically derived terps
that are then infused into flower and rolled into a 1g
joint. We use a proprietary technique, similar to that
of our Sauced & Tossed to bring you a pre-roll with
all the flavor of your favorite Canna Whupass vape

and all the punch of an infused joint.

Tropical Trainwreck
Washington Apple

Peach Ringz
Berry Orange Pez

OMGuava

Available Flavors

Rotating Flavors
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.5g 2-pack



All - in - One Vapes

Introducing the Canna Whupass All-in-One Vape – a portable and disposable vaporizer designed
for flavor, vapor quality, and consistency. With an unobtrusive design featuring a discreet side

window to monitor the oil level, it's equipped with practical features like

Anti-clogging
Ikonic Ceramic Coil

Micro USB rechargeability
Inhale-activated system

Heavy metal tested
280MAH Battery

Inside, our distillate is meticulously crafted in-house. Using a molecular still, combining distillate
and Cannaroma’s botanically derived terpenes for purity and exceptional taste.
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Liquid Diamond Live Resin
Strain specific High Terpene Extract with THCA

Carts All-in-Ones
Ceramic

Our Liquid Diamond Live Resin Cartridges and All-in-one Vapes are crafted with precision and expertise,
delivering an unparalleled fusion of potency, flavor, and convenience.

The live resin extraction process captures the plant's essence at its peak, preserving a rich spectrum of
cannabinoids and terpenes. The result is a cartridge that boasts an exceptionally potent and flavorful profile,
providing users with an authentic and full-spectrum cannabis experience. While the Liquid Diamonds ensure

the potency reaches the heights you want without sacrificing anything that makes Live Resin so enjoyable.

For those who crave simplicity without compromising quality, our All-in-one Vapes offer the perfect solution.
Pre-loaded with Liquid Diamond Live Resin, these sleek and discrete devices are ready to use straight out of
the bag. The device boasts large clouds and a consistent, controlled vaporization process, allowing users to

savor the essence of premium cannabis with every cloud blown.



To Qualify: Carry All 5 products
(in any Quantity)

Canna Whupass Deal

Fruity Pebblz 
$11.66 $10

Distillate Syringes
$5.50-$10

$4.50-$8.33

Vapes
$11.66 $8.66

Infuzies
$4 $3

All-in-one
Vapes

$13.33 
$12


